
works with peak design 
capture accessories, 
anchors, and straps

take your
camera
everywhere

pkdsn.com/capture

ideal for outdoors, travel, sports, 
studio and wedding photography

fits on any belt or strap 
up to 2.5 in (6.4 cm) wide

quick-release button gives you instant access 
and features a built-in safety lock

ultra-secure & convenient camera carry

works on all 
size cameras
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our family of 
plates and 
adapter kits let 
you also carry 
lenses, GoPros
and binoculars

fully compatible with Arca® type tripods

Manfrotto® RC2 compatibility
available with Dual Plate

rigidly hold your 
camera on any strap 
or belt, keeping it 
secure + accessible
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contains Capture Clip V3 and Standard Plate

sold separately

rated to
hold over
200+ lbs
90+ kg

camera carry system
système de transport pour appareil photo
カメラキャリーシステム

capture
camera clip

our family of plates and adapter 
kits let you also carry lenses, 
GoPros and binoculars

for added stability with larger 
camera and lens combinations, 
check out Pro Pad

Manfrotto® RC2 compatibility 
available with Dual Plate

loosen and 
tighten bolts 
evenly

on backpack, 
we like just 
below collar 
on left strap

on belt, we 
like right side 
with button 
up and top 
bolt resting 
on belt

quick setup guide

install plate install clip

use included 
hex wrench 
to install 
Standard Plate

always check that plate 
is secure before using!

Standard Plate has 4-way 
entry into Capture Clip

Standard Plate is 
compatible with Arca 
Style tripods
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insert into 
slot on clip
(lens down)

use as a stable & 
convenient lens-
changing platform

attach camera

accessories sold separately*
*

*
*
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join peak design on your 
favorite social media!
#findyourpeak

more info + videos
pkdsn.com/capture

welcome to the 
peak design ecosystem

CLIPS

BAGS

POUCHES +
COVERS

STRAPS

register and activate 
lifetime warranty
pkdsn.com/register

quick-release 
button
with safety 
twist lock

!
Standard Bolts 

Capture Clip

Standard Plate

Anchor Link
attachment points weatherproof 

machined 
aluminum alloy

4-way entry
into Capture Clip

universal 1/4”-20 
connection screw

Hex Bolts for 
low-profile attachment 
and thicker straps
hex wrench included

Anchors sold separately

safety lock 
built into 
quick-release 


